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Congress Can Protect Workers Using the Power of the Purse
Appropriations Process Offers Opportunity to Halt Burdensome Labor Regulations that
Threaten Job Growth and Worker Freedom
By Trey Kovacs and John Berlau *
In 2016 to date, the Obama administration has burdened the American public with nearly
$100 billion in regulatory costs, with another $38.2 billion on the way in the form of
proposed rules.1 And that is on top of nearly $1.9 trillion in estimated annual regulatory
costs. The torrent of regulatory action has created immense uncertainty and now hinders
economic growth.2 Unfortunately, Congress has been unable to pass legislation either to
temper agency overreach or reverse onerous regulation.
Given this reality, the appropriations process provides Congress an opportunity to attach
policy riders that can stop the implementation or enforcement of burdensome regulations.
Through appropriations, Congress determines every year how to spend tax dollars already
collected and borrowed. And given that it is must-pass legislation, an appropriations bill
provides Congress a strong vehicle to overturn harmful regulation via policy riders.
Congress should use the appropriations process to pare back the regulatory push of the two
primary federal labor agencies—the Department of Labor (DOL) and National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB). Both agencies have issued rules that threaten worker flexibility
and opportunity, as well as business formation, with serious implications for long-term
economic growth.
The administration has sought to use the regulatory process to impose policies that
Congress had rejected. This regulatory bombardment began when Congress declined to pass
the misnamed Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA), which would have effectively ended
secret ballots in union organizing elections by allowing unions to organize workplaces
through a procedure known as card check. Organizers collect signatures out in the open,
which exposes workers to pressure and intimidation from unions.
In its early days, the Obama administration made enactment of EFCA a major goal,
because the legislation was a top policy priority of the President’s union supporters. With
large majorities in both houses, EFCA’s prospects looked good, but the bill failed to make it
to the Senate floor on a narrow cloture vote.3 Since that legislative failure, the
administration has turned to the regulatory process, with the federal labor agencies
proposing numerous rules intended to ease union organizing, by raising the cost of nonunion labor, expanding the number of employees unions may organize, and facilitating
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union organizers’ access to employee contact information. These efforts clearly run contrary
to congressional intent.
To counter the administration’s aggressive overreach, Congress should consider defunding
the following policies that restrict worker choice and economic growth.
NLRB Ambush Election Rule. The National Labor Relations Board, in April 2015,
finalized a rule that alters the way union representation elections are conducted.4 The
regulation, known as the “ambush election” rule, threatens workers’ ability to thoughtfully
contemplate a decision that impacts their privacy and nearly every aspect of their work lives.
The rule drastically reduces the time frame between the filing of a petition and the date on
which a representation election is held. That would leave workers with little time to educate
themselves on the pros and cons of union representation. Prior to the rule change,
organizing elections normally would be held within 42 days, giving workers ample time to
contemplate their decision. Under ambush elections, some elections have been conducted in
as few as nine days.5
Unions often claim employers have too much control over the union election process and
can delay when elections are conducted. The union-funded advocacy group Jobs with
Justice says that under the previous rules, employers could delay elections, sometimes for
years, by pursuing needless litigation.6 While there are cases where long delays may occur,
the vast majority of union elections take place in a timely manner. Narrower changes to
election rules that would reduce frivolous pre-election challenges would be more sensible
than completely overhauling a system that generally worked.
The rule also puts all private sector workers’ privacy at risk. When a union petitions to
organize a workforce, employers are compelled to provide employees’ contact information
to union organizers, including personal phone numbers, email addresses, home addresses,
and work schedules, without any opportunity for workers to opt out of having their
information released to union organizers, who will be able to contact workers outside the
workplace.
Forcing the release of employees’ personal information is also likely to expose workers to
much higher risk of identity theft.7 Even the NLRB General Counsel’s guidance memo on
the ambush election rule acknowledges that worker privacy is threatened and that the
information could be sold to telemarketers or given to political campaigns, while the lists
could also be used to “harass, coerce, or rob employees.”8
NLRB Joint Employer Rule. In the 2015 case, Browning-Ferris v NLRB, the National
Labor Relations Board overturned decades-old precedent that held a joint employer
relationship existed only when one company exercised direct and immediate control over
another company’s workforce. Under the previous standard, a company that contracts with
a temporary staffing firm to fill certain positions had to share or codetermine matters like
hiring, firing, discipline, and supervision of the temp employees in order to establish a joint
employer relationship. The NLRB’s new rule instituted an extremely broad and vague
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definition under which companies may be held liable for labor violations committed by
other employers with whom they contract, even if they only exercise indirect control or have
the potential to control another firm’s workers, but do not exercise that power.9 Currently, a
joint employer relationship may be found when one company contracts with another and
merely supplies them with scheduling and hiring software, but does not direct the separate
entity on who to hire or when workers are scheduled.
The decision is inherently ambiguous because of the way the NLRB sets new policies.
Unlike most agencies, the NLRB does not publish forward-looking rules that explain how
new policies apply to various businesses. Instead, the agency establishes acts through
adjudication, much as a court would, which applies new policies retroactively to individual
businesses. Policy making by adjudication is inherently unfair because affected businesses
and individuals are given no advance notice of the changed rules of the game.
Such adjudication is also firm-specific, meaning it deals only with the facts and
circumstances presented by the individual business involved in the case. Other similarly
situated firms must then deduce whether the policy does or does not apply to them—and if
it does apply, how. The majority decision in Browning-Ferris expressly noted that it did not
address all the potential circumstances when joint employer status could be established.10
This has created immense uncertainty for employers in how to engage in business-tobusiness relationships while avoiding joint employer liability.
In the year since the policy change, the NLRB has done little to clear up the uncertainty
surrounding its decision. It has failed to issue clarifying guidance that explains what kind of
business relationships trigger a joint employer status, and has only issued one other decision
that used the new Browning-Ferris standard.11 Nevertheless, many thousands of other
businesses may well be covered under the same standard, without knowing how or why.
Such uncertainty is untenable when tens of thousands of business relationships are impacted
by the joint employer standard. An analysis from FRANdata, a data provider to the
franchise industry, projected that at least 40,000 small businesses in over 75,000 locations
would be put at risk from the NLRB’s new joint employer rule.12
Businesses and workers have already seen negative consequences from the vague and broad
joint employer standard. It has forced the hand of employers when it comes to how they
assist franchisees or other employers with whom they contract. As recently reported, the
NLRB’s Browning-Ferris decision has driven several franchisors to alter relationships with
franchisees by pulling back on assistance and delaying expansion plans. For example, a
printing business in Washington State has put expansion on hold, over concerns that its
franchisor could be declared a joint employer. “I could lose my ability to control my
business,” Chuck Stempler, owner of seven printing stores that operate under the
AlphaGraphics brand franchise, told The Wall Street Journal last August. 13
The rule will also affect employees of temporary staffing firms who appreciate the flexibility
temp work affords. Workers attempting to change career paths, and those who face
unexpected unemployment, for example, often take advantage of the work opportunities
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temporary staffing agencies offer. And many temporary worker placements can lead to a
permanent job.14 With the greater likelihood that an employer that uses a temporary staffing
agency will absorb joint employer liability, many could seek other options to fill staffing
needs. Instead of using a temporary staffing agency to handle peak seasons when they have
a short-term need for more personnel, employers may assign their current staff longer hours
instead. If employers are labeled as joint employers with temporary staffing agencies, it
reduces the cost efficiency of a short-term workforce. The most likely result is a reduction in
the use of temp agencies, which will reduce jobs and harm worker opportunity.
DOL Fiduciary Rule. Perhaps the costliest Department of Labor regulation with the
widest-ranging impact on the economy is one for which the DOL reached way beyond its
jurisdiction, claiming authority over thousands of financial firms.
Stretching the limited role Congress granted to the Department over “fiduciaries” of
traditional pension plans in the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security Act, the DOL
redefined “fiduciary” to give the Labor Department power over a broad swath of financial
service professionals who service not just defined-benefit pensions, but 401(k)s and
individual retirement accounts as well.15 In other words, an entire industry already heavily
regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission and other financial regulators will
now also be subject to DOL oversight.
The rule, slated to go into effect in early 2017, mandates that brokers, insurance agents, and
others designated as “fiduciaries” under the rule, act in these savers’ “best interest”—as
defined by Labor Department bureaucrats.
When it first proposed the rule last year, the Labor Department claimed that individuals
cannot “prudently manage retirement assets on their own,” and that they “generally cannot
distinguish good advice, or even good investment results, from bad.”16 Yet the DOL never
explained why government bureaucrats—who have had their share of investing failures such
as the Solyndra “green energy” boondoggle—are such inherently wiser investors than
private citizens that they should be able to limit ordinary savers’ choices.17
The rule will also carries a hefty price tag. According to DOL’s own conservative estimate,
it will cost $31.5 billion over 10 years. That makes it the most expensive rule—proposed or
final—of 2016, according to the American Action Forum.18
Under the rule, savers with moderate or low incomes will lose access to personalized
financial advice, a worry shared by many Democratic Members of Congress, who called for
changes to the rule when it was proposed. Specifically, they expressed concern that poor
and minority savers would lose access to financial service professionals due to the costs
imposed by the rule, because brokers would have to charge investors much more.19 The
DOL rule would create a presumption against brokers taking third-party commissions from
mutual funds they sell to savers. As a result, investors who currently pay only a small
commission on the execution of an order may have to pay a much larger fee based on a
percentage of their assets. And since some portfolios are too small to justify the cost of even
a management fee, brokers will simply stop servicing them.
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A June 2013 study by the Cass Business School at City University London found, under
similar rules in Great Britain, brokers had largely stopped serving savers with portfolios
below £150,000 ($240,000), because the savers’ fees alone—sans third-party commissions—
would not pay for servicing the accounts.20 Center-left economists Robert Litan and Hal
Singer estimate that a similar “guidance gap” created by the DOL’s fiduciary rule could cost
middle-class savers $80 billion over ten years in lost savings.21
Congress should exercise its power of the purse to prevent—or at least delay—the rule from
going into effect. It will be costly and restrict access to credit. Moreover, it may run afoul of
both the Constitution and laws such as the Administrative Procedure Act, as alleged in the
five separate lawsuits that have been filed to challenge the rule.22
DOL Overtime Rule. In May 2016, the Department of Labor significantly altered its
definition of which employees are eligible for overtime. It greatly increased the number of
salaried workers who qualify for overtime pay, raising the salary threshold from $23,660 to
$47,476.23 That amount will rise every three years to match the 40th percentile of salaried
employees in the lowest income region of the country, normally the Southeast.
This 100 percent increase in the threshold is unprecedented in the near-80-year history of the
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).24 The DOL estimate pegs the rule’s administrative costs
alone at slightly under $600 million in the first year and an estimated paperwork burden of
1.2 million hours.25
Though touted as a mechanism to increase wages, employers have a number of options to
keep labor costs relatively constant. However, these options may result in negative
consequences for workers. Wage cuts will make up for 80 percent of overtime costs,
according to U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics economist Anthony Barkume.26 Employers
could choose to demote many salaried workers on a management track to hourly status,
which could mean a loss of benefits like paid leave and flexible schedules. Employers could
even prohibit overtime and hire more part-time workers.
Reclassifying workers to hourly status and limiting longer hours may hinder workers’ future
prospects. Many junior mangers work long hours in hopes of long term benefits such as
advancing and accumulating professional skills. Ambitious employees may lose one way to
prove their worth—a willingness, or even eagerness, to work over 40 hours per week.
According to the DOL, around 5 million individuals will be affected by the regulation and
an estimated $1.3 billion could be distributed to those workers in the first year after
implementation. While this seems like a substantial sum, spread out among 5 million
individuals, it averages out to a wage increase of only $260 a year per worker.27 And this
would only be true if employers do not shift work hours to avoid paying overtime wages.
The overtime regulation raises costs on business and is unlikely to give many workers a
raise, but other entities are negatively impacted as well. Many universities and non-profits
are ill-equipped to handle the added costs.
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For example, an assistant vice provost of the University of Kansas testified in June 2016 that
the university had 354 employees who were then exempt but will become overtime-eligible
under the new rule. If they were to comply with the rule by raising salaries to the new
threshold, it would cost $2.9 million. Keeping salaries for these employees the same but
paying them overtime wages as non-exempt employees would cost an estimated $2.3
million.28 The University of Tennessee stands to incur $9.5 million in additional costs from
the wage mandate, which amounts to a 2.2 percent tuition hike for all students.29 El pagnier
K. Hudson, an assistant vice president of human resources at Florida International
University, told InsideHigherEd.com that over 6,500 of the university’s employees would be
affected, and raising their salaries to the new threshold would cost about $62 million.30
Nancy Duncan, Vice President of Human Resources for Operation Smile—an international
charity that provides medical surgeries for children with cleft lips, cleft palates, and other
facial deformities—testified before Congress on the impact of the overtime rule on its ability
to provide surgeries to those in need. Duncan said the rule will increase costs by $1 million
annually, which will reduce the number of surgeries her organization can offer by 4,200
each year.31 Even the left-leaning advocacy organization U.S. Public Interest Research
Group (U.S. PIRG) released a statement saying the overtime rule would harm it and other
cause-oriented organizations by increasing staffing costs, which would force non-profits to
hire fewer employees and strictly monitor their hours.32
The overtime rule will also harm startup firms. At many startups, employees agree to
receive low pay during the firm’s early days, but collect equity in the firm as part of their
compensation packages. The DOL rule, as proposed, does not take equity into account
when calculating whether an employee meets the salary threshold exemption. A recent
Mercatus Center study estimates the new rule could impose at least $317 million on tech
startups in legal fees to comply with the rule.33 Startup firms are ill-equipped to deal with
new overtime costs. Many cannot afford to increase salaries above the exemption level.
Startups provide equity to compensate for low salaries to give employees added incentive to
increase productivity and work long hours, because the firm’s success is their own.
Naturally, such exorbitant costs will have significant negative effects on small business
formation.
Conclusion. The appropriations process provides Congress with an opportunity to stop
new, overreaching regulations from the Department of Labor and National Labor Relations
Board. These rules would impose huge costs and much uncertainty on employers, and deter
job creation and business expansion.
Congress should attach policy riders to the appropriations bills for the Departments of
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and related agencies to defund the
ambush election rule, joint employer standard, fiduciary rule, and overtime rule. Doing so
will relieve American businesses of billions in costs and millions of hours of added
paperwork burden. Without action to stop these harmful regulations, worker opportunity
and business expansion are at risk.
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The charge of the Department of Labor and National Labor Relations Board is to protect
and advance the opportunity of all workers. Under the Obama administration, however,
these agencies have acted to advance the interests of organized labor. Congress alone
possesses the power of the purse. It should use that power to lighten the regulatory toll on
workers and the economy.
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